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ABSTRACT
Fixing crashes is challenging, and developers often discuss their
encountered crashes and refer to similar crashes and solutions
on online Q&A forums (e.g., Stack Overflow). However, a crash
often involves very complex contexts, which includes different
contextual elements, e.g., purposes, environments, code, and crash
traces. Existing crash solution recommendation or general solution
recommendation techniques only use an incomplete context or
treat the entire context as pure texts to search relevant solutions
for a given crash, resulting in inaccurate recommendation results.

In this work, we propose a novel crash solution knowledge graph
(KG) to summarize the complete crash context and its solution with
a graph-structured representation. To construct the crash solution
KG automatically, we propose to leverage prompt learning to con-
struct the KG from SO threads with a small set of labeled data. Based
on the constructed KG, we further propose a novel KG-based crash
solution recommendation technique KG4CraSolver, which precisely
finds the relevant SO thread for an encountered crash by finely ana-
lyzing and matching the complete crash context based on the crash
solution KG. The evaluation results show that the constructed KG
is of high quality and KG4CraSolver outperforms baselines in terms
of all metrics (e.g., 13.4%-113.4% MRR improvements). Moreover, we
perform a user study and find that KG4CraSolver helps participants
find crash solutions 34.4% faster and 63.3% more accurately.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Software crashes have been widely recognized as a type of serious
bug and should be fixed in a high priority. Resolving crashes is
challenging and time-consuming [22, 23, 66], and developers of-
ten turn to online Q&A forums for help (e.g., Stack Overflow) by
discussing their encountered crashes or referring to other similar
crashes and solutions. As shown by previous work [44], crash bugs
have been actively discussed on Stack Overflow (SO), i.e., 7% out
of 2.65 million Java-related SO threads are about crashes, which
provide a large amount of crash solution knowledge for developers.

However, describing and understanding a crash often involve
very complex contexts. In addition to the code and the reported
crash traces, precisely diagnosing the root cause of a crash also
relies on the environment that the project is configured with, the
purpose of the developers writing the code, and the symptom of
the crash. Therefore, developers often write very lengthy posts
to describe their encountered crashes. Based on our statistics, the
average length of the Java exception-related SO threads is around
320 words. As a result, it takes developers a lot of time to search
and read many relevant SO threads, among which they further find
the one that shares the most similar crash context as theirs and
then fix their own crash based on its solution.

To alleviate the manual efforts in navigating through so many
lengthy SO threads and to help developers quickly find the solution
for their encountered crash, researchers have proposed to auto-
matically recommend crash solutions by finding the SO thread
that discusses the same/similar crash context as the encountered
one [23, 44, 45, 66]. Existing crash solution recommendation work
identifies relevant SO threads for a given crash by only searching
with the code or the crash trace, which have not considered other
important elements in contexts (e.g., environment, symptom, or
the purposes of the project). However, these contextual elements
are also essential for developers to diagnose the crash. For exam-
ple, two crashes with the same code snippets and the same crash
traces could be caused by different reasons if they involve different
environments (e.g., using different versions of the library). As a
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result, using such an incomplete context to identify relevant SO
threads could be inaccurate. In addition, for existing techniques
that recommend solutions for general software engineering prob-
lems by mining online Q&A forums [20, 73], they actually have
limited effectiveness in crash solution recommendation, since they
concatenate different crash contextual elements (e.g., code and nat-
ural language descriptions) into a long textual query and such a
purely text matching would also lead to inaccurate recommendation
results.

To address these limitations, we propose a novel crash solu-
tion knowledge graph (KG), which summarizes the complete crash
context and its solution with a graph-structured representation.
In our crash solution KG, the nodes represent different elements
in the crash context while the edges represent the relationships
between elements. To construct the crash solution KG automat-
ically, we propose to leverage prompt learning to construct the
KG from SO threads with a small set of labeled data. Based on the
constructed KG, we further propose a novel KG-based crash solu-
tion recommendation technique KG4CraSolver, which precisely
finds the relevant SO thread for an encountered crash by finely
analyzing and matching the complete crash context based on the
crash solution KG. The benefits of recommending crash solutions
based on the KG are as follows. First, compared to existing crash
solution recommendation techniques that only use code or crash
trace in the crash context, our crash solution KG is able to represent
a complete crash context with all the different elements. Second,
compared to existing general solution recommendation techniques
that simply concatenate different contextual elements into a long
textual query, our crash solution KG represents the crash context
in a more structured way by representing different elements and
their relationships with nodes and edges. Therefore, compared to
these techniques, our structured and comprehensive representation
of crash contexts enables fine-grained and precise context match-
ing between a given crash context and candidate SO threads. In
addition, with such a KG, KG4CraSolver could further explain each
recommended solution with matching details (e.g., the matching
scores in different elements) and summarize the solution in a more
concise way, which increases the usability and readability of the
recommended solution for developers.

We construct a crash solution KGwith 963,334 nodes and 1,626,101
edges for 245 common Java exceptions from 71,592 SO threads and
further implement KG4CraSolver as an automatic tool. We first eval-
uate the effectiveness of our KG construction, and find that each
key step achieves high precision. For example, our construction
approach classifies different sentences (e.g., symptoms or reasons)
in the crash context with 91.6% precision and 91.2% recall, and it
further extracts fine-grained phrases (e.g., environment) from clas-
sified sentences with 0.855 BLEU and 0.843 EM (Exact Match). We
then evaluate the effectiveness of solution recommendation on a
newly-constructed benchmark of 855 crash bugs from SO duplicate
question records. The results show that KG4CraSolver outperforms
five baselines on the MRR (Mean reciprocal rank) and Hit@10. Fur-
thermore, to evaluate the practical usefulness of KG4CraSolver for
developers, we then conduct a user study by asking 10 participants
to find solutions for crash bugs with KG4CraSolver. The results
show that compared to using baselines, the participants could find
solutions more accurately (+63.3%) and faster (+34.4%) with the help

of KG4CraSolver. Moreover, we survey the participants and their
feedback shows that they consider the solution summary generated
by KG4CraSolver as complete, concise, easy to read, and useful.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions.
• A new knowledge graph for crash solutions that sum-
marizes the complete crash contexts and solutions in a struc-
tured and comprehensive way;

• A novel approach for crash solution KG construction
that leverages prompt learning to automatically construct
the crash solution KG with a very small set of labeled data;

• A novel crash solution recommendation technique
KG4CraSolver that analyzes the complete context of an
encountered crash and finds the relevant SO thread in a
fine-grained manner based on the crash solution KG;

• An extensive evaluation that demonstrates the effective-
ness of our KG construction and crash solution recommenda-
tion, and also shows the practical usefulness of KG4CraSolver
with a user study.

2 CRASH SOLUTION KG DEFINITION
In this section, we introduce how we define our crash solution KG.
In particular, we first perform a pilot study on a small dataset of
SO threads to understand what kind of information is commonly
included in crash-related SO discussions; and then we design our
KG for crash solution based on the results.
Pilot study.We first collect a dataset of crash-related SO threads.
A thread includes a question with the corresponding answers. In
particular, from SO data dumps [2], we randomly sample 100 threads
that (i) are related to crash solution with one specific exception type
in their question titles or tags, and (ii) have an accepted answer.

Similar to previous work [37], we annotate all information units
in the threads (i.e., the title, tags, and all sentences in the question
and answer) based on what kind of information it could provide
to describe the crash context and solutions (i.e., crash descriptive
elements and solution descriptive elements). Our annotation follows
an open coding procedure [27], which involves three of the authors
in discussion.We start with three codes from previouswork [37], i.e.,
erroneous implementation, error type, and error occasion. During
the annotation process, if none of the existing codes is applicable,
we create new codes or refine the names and definitions of existing
codes after discussions.

In this way, we summarize nine elements that cover the essential
crash descriptive information and solution descriptive information
in crash-related threads. Table 1 further shows the detailed defini-
tions and examples of each element. An element of a text type is
described by natural language, and an element of a non-text type
is described in structured domain-specific language (e.g., code). In
particular, Purpose, Symptom, Environment, Erroneous Code, Crash
Trace, and Exception Type are elements extracted from the question
in SO threads, and the others are extracted from the answer.
KG schema. Based on these elements, we further design the KG
for crash solutions. Fig. 1 shows the conceptual schema of our
KG. In particular, the KG consists of two parts: the crash scenario
knowledge (i.e., the orange part) and crash solution knowledge (i.e.,
the blue part), with the elements extracted from the question and
answer, respectively. In terms of relation connections, the elements
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Table 1: Definitions of Elements in Crash Solution KG

Name Type Definition Example
Purpose Text Describe the task that the developer wants to complete,

serving as the background of the crash bug.
I am trying to implement a chat application in Java using UDP for

multiple clients.
Symptom Text Describe the situation when the crash occurs, which

includes the operation before the crash occurs, program
running status, and unexpected program outputs.

When I run antlr TestParser.g4 && javac *.java the parser code gets
generated and compiled. When I run grun TestParser testRule -gui I

get the error.
Environment Text Describe the environment where the crash bug occurs, such

as programming languages, operating systems, and libraries.
java, spring, spring-security, spring-boot, spring boot version

1.3.7.RELEASE
Reason Text Describe the root cause of the crash. In your class User, you don’t have a name property.

Solution Step Text Describe the solution steps of the crash. The problem is solved by just undeploying and redeploying the
respective portlet in liferay.

Erroneous Code Non-text Buggy code snippets that trigger the crash. public class Cloning { Cloning c=new Cloning(); ...
Solution Code Non-text Correct code snippets that fixes the crash. static Cloning c=new Cloning();
Crash Trace Non-text Error messages and stack traces that are reported with the

crash.
Exception in thread “main” java.sql.SQLException: Can’t create table

‘Sensors_db.one’ (errno: 121) at com.mysql.jdbc.SQLError...
Exception Type Non-text Exception type of the crash. NullPointerException

related to the crash scenario are centered around the concept node
[Crash Bug], and the elements related to the crash solution are all
connected to the concept node [Solution]. The “solved by” rela-
tion connects [Crash Bug] to [Solution]. Moreover, the sentences
describing the causes of the exception [Reason] or the sentences de-
scribing the symptoms of the exception [Symptom] are connected
by “succession” relations; similarly, the sentences describing the
[Solution Step] are connected by “followed by” relations.

succession

Purpose

Crash 
Trace

succession

Reason

Solution 
Step

 has erroneous
code Solution
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Solution 
Code

Crash Scenario 
Knowledge

Crash Solution 
Knowledge
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context 
of has environment
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Environment
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context 
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Figure 1: Conceptual Schema of Crash Solution KG

3 CRASH SOLUTION KG CONSTRUCTION
In this section, we propose an automated approach to construct
the crash solution KG from SO threads. The key challenge in con-
structing such a KG from the massive online corpus is to precisely
identify different elements in each SO thread. Existing sentence clas-
sification and phrase extraction techniques are all learning-based
approaches and require a large amount of labeled data for model
training. However, in our task, there is no high-quality and ready-
made labeled data, and it is time-consuming to manually annotate
such a large training dataset. To this end, we propose a few-shot
learning-based approach for crash solution KG construction, which
leverages prompt learning to precisely identify different elements
in SO threads with a small set of labeled data. Fig. 2 shows the
overview of our KG construction approach.

Step 1 (Section 3.2): Given a large number of SO threads, we
first identify high-quality crash-related threads, which serve as the
input of the KG construction.

Step 2 (Section 3.3): We then leverage template-based rules to
identify non-text elements (i.e., crash trace, erroneous code, and
solution code) from the question and the answer of each thread.

Step 3 (Section 3.4): We then identify crash descriptive sentence
from the question paragraphs and identify solution descriptive sen-
tence from the answer paragraphs by utilizing prompt learning for
sentence classification.

Step 4 (Section 3.5):We further extract crash descriptive phrases
(i.e., purposes and environments) from crash descriptive sentences
identified in Step 3.

After all the elements have been extracted from SO threads,
we add them to the crash solution KG and establish the relevant
relationships according to the schema in Fig. 1.

Crash-related Thread 
Identification

crash 
descriptive 
sentences 

Non-text 
Content 
Analysis 

Crash/Solution Descriptive 
Sentence Classification

Crash Descriptive 
Phrase Extraction

Crash 
Solution KG

code,tags,
exception trace

 symptom,
reason, 

solution step

purpose,
environment

questions,
answers  

questions,
answers 

SO threads

Figure 2: Overview of Crash Solution KG Construction

Title

Tags

 Erroneous Code

Solution Code

Text

Text

Text

Crash Trace

Figure 3: Example of A Crash-related Thread

3.1 Running Example
In this section, we illustrate how we construct the KG with a run-
ning example. Fig. 3 shows a SO thread [16], which discusses how to
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org.apache.jasper.JasperException: 
An exception occurred ...

Query query = 
session.createQuery ... public Foo getFoo() {

    return foo;}
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Figure 4: An Example of Crash Solution KG

fix a PropertyNotFoundException exception. The accepted answer
shows that this exception occurs as the program accesses a prop-
erty without public getter methods. Fig. 4 shows part of the crash
solution KG constructed for this example, where orange ellipses,
and blue ellipses denote crash descriptive elements, and solution
descriptive elements, respectively.

After identifying the example in Fig. 3 as a crash-related thread
in Step 1, we then extract the non-text descriptive elements from the
thread in Step 2. For example, the crash trace “org.apache.jasper.Jas-
perException: An exception occurred processing JSP page /WEB-INF/vie-
ws/home.jsp at line 21”, the erroneous code “<c:forEach items =“$pools”
var=“pool”>...”, and the solution code “public Foo getFoo() {return
foo;}” are extracted as non-text descriptive elements in Fig. 4. In Step
3, the descriptive sentences are classified into the symptoms (e.g.,
“The above code doesn’t works.” ), reasons (e.g., “Note that the field
itself is irrelevant here...” ), and solution steps (e.g., “The public getter
method name must start with get...” ) with our prompt learning-based
sentence classification. In Step 4, the key phrases in the purpose
(e.g., “display it on JSP” ) and environments (e.g., JSP” ) are further
extracted from crash descriptive sentences with our learning-based
phrase extraction. In this way, we extract fine-grained crash sce-
nario knowledge and crash solution knowledge to construct the
KG, which then can be used to support KG-based crash solution
recommendation (in Section 4).

3.2 Crash-related Thread Identification
This step extracts high-quality crash-related threads from SO data
dumps [2], as the input for constructing the crash solution KG.
In this work, we focus on crash bugs in Java programs given
their prevalence [44, 66]. With the following criteria, we select
the threads that: (1) have “java” in the title or tags, (2) have “ex-
ception” or “error” in the title or tags, (3) have an accepted answer,
(4) have a positive vote for its question, and (5) contain at least
one specific exception type (e.g., NullPointerException) in the given
exception type list. To build a pool of common Java exception types,
we systematically parse 35,773 Java libraries fromMaven Central [5]
according to the Libraries.io dataset [4] and JDK 1.8 [13] and extract
the names of all classes that are a subclass of java.lang.Exception
or java.lang.Error. To guarantee the quality of the solutions, we
only keep the accepted answers in threads. We further group the
crash-related threads of the same exception type together.

3.3 Non-text Content Analysis
For a crash-related thread, we first extract its non-textual elements
(i.e., crash traces, erroneous code, and solution code) from the
non-textual content. First, we use BeautifulSoup [3] to parse the
question and the answer from HTML format to clean text and ex-
tract the non-text content wrapped by <pre><code></code></pre>
or <blockquote></blockquote>. We then classify the extracted con-
tent into one of three categories, namely code snippets, crash
traces, and others. The classification is based on the list of reg-
ular expressions proposed by Liu et al. [37] in their previous work
on SO content analysis. The code snippets identified from the
question are erroneous code, while the code snippets identified
from the answer are solution code as shown in Figure 3. From
the identified crash traces, we further identify the exception mes-
sage by matching with regular expressions. For example, from the
crash trace shown in Figure 3, we identify the exception message
“javax.el.PropertyNotFoundException: Property ‘answer’ not found on
type com.pool.app.domain.Pool”.

We replace the recognized non-text content with a placeholder
-CODE- and then split the question and the answer into sentences us-
ing spaCy [7] for the following sentence classification (Section 3.4).
Where necessary, a “.” was added after -CODE- to ensure that the
following sentence splitting is correct.

3.4 Crash/Solution Descriptive Sentence
Classification

In this step, we identify crash/solution descriptive sentences from
the remaining textual content in the thread via a prompt-based text
classification model. We then introduce the definition of the task
(Section 3.4.1), the design of the prompt-based learning model used
(Section 3.4.2), and the concrete implementations (Section 3.4.3),
respectively.

3.4.1 Task Definition. For sentences in crash-related threads, we
classify them into one or more of the following five categories
(i.e., Purpose, Symptom, Reason, Solution Step, and Others). The defi-
nitions for the first four categories are shown in Table 1, and the
sentences (e.g., “Thanks.” or “I was finally able to solve this.” ) without
any concrete information on crashes and solutions are categorized
as Others. In particular, a long sentence might contain information
of multiple categories. Therefore, we formulate our sentence iden-
tification problem as multiple binary classification tasks, which
separately train a binary text classifier for each of the four cate-
gories (except Others) and yield binary outputs 𝒚 of positive or
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negative. Specifically, we apply the text classifiers on sentences in
the question to identify Purpose and Symptom categories and apply
the text classifiers on sentences in the answer to identify Reason
and Solution Step categories. Sentences that do not fall into any of
these four categories would be regarded as in Others category and
would be filtered out then.

3.4.2 Model Design. Fine-tuning a pre-trained language model
(PLM) for downstream tasks (e.g., text classification [25, 34, 71],
machine translation [60], named-entity detection [57]) has achieved
great success and been widely adopted in various domains [32, 65].
However, to achieve good results on downstream tasks, it still
requires enough labeled data to fine-tune the PLMs in a supervised
way.

Prompt-based learning is a new paradigm in the NLP field for
using knowledge in PLMs [42]. Its idea is to narrow the gap between
the downstream tasks and the pre-training task by converting the
training objective of downstream tasks into a similar form as the
pre-training stage, i.e., the MLM objective [54]. As shown in Fig. 5, a
natural language prompt (i.e., [X] I think it [Z] the reason for this the
problem.) is added to the input sentence to make the input format
identical to the pre-training stage and then the PLM will predict
the mask token as the pre-training task. Prompt-based learning
methods generally require much less training data compared to
traditional supervised learning and have been widely used for few-
shot learning or even zero-shot learning [24]. Therefore, we build
our text classifiers based on prompt-based learning, which only
requires a small set of labeled data for fine-tuning.

This literally means that the mentioned 
class com.example.Bean doesn't have a 
public (non-static!) getter method for the 
mentioned property foo. 

Reason

[X]

I think it             the reason for the problem.[Z]
[X´]

is isn’t
filled with predicted answer  

 prompt

 input

PLM ...

Others

Output 

[Y]

[Z]
 answer

is
true 
answer 

CLS

SEP

Figure 5: An Example of Prompt-based Text Classification

We then detail how our prompt-based sentence classifiers work
with the example in Fig. 5. The original input 𝒙 is modified with a
template into a textual string prompt 𝒙′ that has some unfilled slots,
and then the PLM probabilistically fills the unfilled information to
obtain a predicted answer 𝒛, from which the final output 𝒚 can be
derived. In Fig. 5, the input 𝒙 is the sentence to be classified, and
the output 𝒚 is whether the sentence is Reason or not. The prompt
function 𝑓prompt (𝒙) is a function that converts the input into a
specific form by inserting the input 𝒙 and adding a slot [𝒁] where
answer 𝒛 may be predicted and filled in by the pre-trained model.
The predicted answer 𝒛 will later be mapped into 𝒚, corresponding
to different class labels. For example, when the predicted answer
is a word expressing affirmation, e.g., “is”, the sentence 𝒙 will be
classified as Reason, and when the predicted answer is a word

expressing negation, e.g., “isn’t,” the sentence will be classified as
Others.

For each category of classifier, we define the corresponding
𝑓prompt (𝒙) to modify the input text 𝑥 into a prompt, i.e., 𝒙′ =

𝑓prompt (𝒙). It contains three parts: [X] for inserting the input x, a
textual string for the prompt, and a slot [Z] for the PLM to fill later.
• Purpose: [X] I think that [Z] is the reason for this problem.
• Symptom: [X] I think this [Z] the situation.
• Reason: [X] I think it [Z] the reason for this the problem.
• Solution Step: [X] I think it [Z] a solution for exception repair.
We map each sentence class label we defined to a set of label

words or phrases. The true answer 𝒛∗ is defined as “is” for the
positive class label and “is not” or “isn’t” for the negative class label.
For the example in Fig. 5, the true answer for the prompt is “is”,
and the sentence is classified into Reason.

3.4.3 Model Implementation and Dataset Construction. We imple-
ment the prompt-based text classifier by using OpenPrompt [6], an
open-Source framework for prompt learning with two thousand
stars on GitHub. We build our approach based on the BERT base
model (uncased) [21], one of the most representative PLMs. We
fine-tune the classifiers on our training dataset with the following
hyperparameters: CrossEntropyLoss as loss function, AdamW as
optimizer, learning rate 0.0001, and 10 training epochs.

To construct the training dataset, we randomly select 50 Java
crash-related threads (from Section 3.2) and manually annotate
the sentences in these threads into the five categories. Note that
a sentence may be classified into multiple categories if it contains
diverse information. As a result, we obtain 30, 133, 55, 87, and 103
sentences for Purpose, Symptom, Reason, Solution Step, and Others
respectively. We separate the labeled sentences obtained from the
question (i.e., Purpose, Symptom, Others) and those obtained from
the answer (i.e., Reason, Solution Step, Others). For each classifier,
its positive samples consist of annotated data for the correspond-
ing category, while the negative samples consist of all remaining
sentences in the question or answer. The whole labeling process
takes about 4 man-hours. Such manual costs are much less than
traditional supervised learning and fine-tuning methods, e.g., pre-
vious work takes 175 man-hours to label 2,278 SO threads for the
SOSum dataset construction [28].

3.5 Crash Descriptive Phrase Extraction
In the last step, we extract the crash descriptive sentences (i.e., Pur-
pose and Symptom) from the question. In fact, some crash descriptive
sentences contain fine-grained descriptive phrases that summarize
the purpose (verb-object phrase) and environment (noun phrase)
of a crash. For example, the phrases “JSP” and “display it on JSP”
in the sentence “I have results from query and I would like to display
it on JSP” summarize the environment and purpose, respectively.
Compared with the whole sentence, these descriptive phrases often
contain fewer noise words, which is beneficial for more accurate
matching in the subsequent solution recommendation. Therefore,
in this step, we further extract crash descriptive phrases (i.e., pur-
poses and environments) from the crash descriptive sentences. We
then introduce the task definition (Section 3.5.1), the design of the
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EQA-based phrase extractionmodel (Section 3.5.2), and the concrete
implementations (Section 3.5.3), respectively.

3.5.1 Task Definition. In this step, we focus on extracting the de-
scriptive phrases that are related to purposes and environment
from the crash descriptive sentences. We currently do not extract
phrases for other elements such as symptoms and reasons, given
their complexity and diversity in expression. In summary, the task
in this step is to extract continuous spans that represent purposes
and environment from a given sentence.

3.5.2 Model Design. Our phrase extraction task is actually a named
entity recognition problem, which is often tackled by a sequence
tagging model based on a PLM model (such as BERT) [35, 41, 55].
However, it requires a large amount of labeled data to train a se-
quence tagging model since the model needs to predict the tag for
each token in the sentence [17]. Our idea is to convert the phrase
extraction task into an extractive question-answering task, which
aims finding an answer (i.e., a segment of text, or span) in a given
context paragraph for a specific question [61]. In this way, the
extractive question answering task could be done by designing
appropriate questions as prompts for pre-trained models. Some re-
searchers have designed a BERT-based EQA model [18, 49], which
combines the question and the context paragraphs as the input and
predicts the start token and end token of the answer span with a
confidence score as the output. These EQA models have been pre-
trained in large-scale question-answering datasets, e.g., Stanford
Question Answering Dataset (SQuAD) [51] with 107,785 question-
answer pairs on 536 articles, which have good performance and
generalization in extractive question answering. As shown in Fig-
ure 6, based on the trained EQA model, we combine the crash
descriptive sentence (as the context) and some prompts designed
specifically for the descriptive phrases (as the question) as the input
and take the output of the EQA model as the phrase extraction
results. In the example illustrated in Figure 4, we performed phrase
extraction on the sentence “I have loop and I would like to display
results from poolQuestion table (which is Join table)”, yielding the
extracted purpose phrase “display results from poolQuestion table”.
Note that the extraction result of an EQA model is the special token
[CLS] (the start of a sentence) representing that the model cannot
find any answer span from the given context. In this way, we can
obtain more flexible extraction results without a large amount of
annotated training data.

I have loop and I would like to display
results from poolQuestion table (which is
Join table)

What do I want to do?
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Figure 6: An Example of EQA-based Phrase Extraction

In particular, we design the following question prompts.
• Environment:

– What are the tools and their versions?
– What are the environment, using tools and their versions?

– What are the environment?
– What are the using tools?

• Purpose:
– What am I trying to do?
– What do I want to do?
– What is the purpose of the project?
– What is the goal of the project?
To ensure the quality of extracted phrases, we filter out: (1) the

phrases with low confidence score (i.e., less than 0.1); (2) the phrases
without alphabetical characters; (3) the environment phrases with
more than five words; and (4) the phrases with the placeholder
token -CODE- or the words “Exception”, “Error”, or “Code”.

3.5.3 Model Implementation and Dataset Construction. To achieve
better performance, we propose to fine-tune the EQA model with a
few data samples (i.e., few-shot learning) instead of directly using
EQA model with the designed question prompts (i.e., zero-shot
learning). To this end, we build a training dataset for the phrase
extraction task by further annotating the sentence classification
dataset (constructed in Section 3.4.3). Each sample should include
three aspects of information: the context (original sentence to be
extracted), the question prompts, and the extracted answer span.
To enhance the data and allow the model to fully learn different
question prompts, we apply different question prompts to the same
sentence to get different training data. As a result, the dataset
includes 120 and 616 samples for purpose phrases and environment
phrases, respectively.

We implement the phrase extraction model based on Trans-
former [12], a Python library providing APIs to easily download
and to train state-of-the-art pre-trained models. We choose the
fine-tuned checkpoint of the pre-trained DistilBERT (i.e., distilbert-
base-uncased-distilled-squad [1]) as the base EQAmodel, which has
been trained on SQuAD dataset [51]. Based on it, we use the labeled
samples to further fine-tune it to obtain the final phrase extraction
model. To fine-tune the model, we use the Adam optimizer with a
learning rate of 0.0001 for a total of 10 training epochs.

4 KG-BASED CRASH SOLUTION
RECOMMENDATION

Based on the crash solution KG, we further design a crash solution
recommendation approach KG4CraSolver, which precisely iden-
tifies the relevant solutions for a given crash by analyzing and
matching the complete crash context. Fig. 7 presents the overview
of KG4CraSolver, which includes four steps, i.e., crash descriptive
element extraction, candidate solution retrieval, candidate solution
re-ranking, and solution summary. Given a crash and its corre-
sponding detailed crash description as input, KG4CraSolver first
extracts each crash descriptive element (e.g., purposes, environ-
ments, and crash traces) in the same way as the KG construction;
Second, for each crash descriptive element, KG4CraSolver leverages
BM25-based lexical similarity or BERT-based semantic similarity
strategies to retrieve candidate solutions; Third, KG4CraSolver fur-
ther re-ranks candidate solutions based on the similarity scores
of all crash descriptive elements. Lastly, KG4CraSolver generates
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a comprehensive summary of the recommended solutions by in-
cluding the solution, crash description, and other matching details.

Crash Solution KG

Candidate Solution Retrieval

Solution 
Summary

Crash  Description

Crash Descriptive 
Element Extraction

Title

Erroneous Code

Environment Purpose Symptom

Crash Trace 

Exception Type Message

Crash Descriptive Information

Candidate Solution 
Re-Ranking

BM25-based Lexical 
Matching 

BERT-based Semantic 
Matching 

Developer

Candidate 
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Recommended 
Solutions

Exception Type

   Recommended Solutions with Summary

Figure 7: Overview of KG4CraSolver

4.1 Crash Descriptive Element Extraction
Given a crash and its crash description (e.g., example in Fig. 3)
as input, this step extracts all the crash descriptive elements via
the same method as Section 3.3 to Section 3.5. In particular, we
extract the following crash descriptive elements, including excep-
tion type, title, purpose, symptom, environment, erroneous code,
exception type message, and crash trace, which are then used in
the subsequent candidate solution retrieval and re-ranking.

4.2 Candidate Solution Retrieval
In this step, KG4CraSolver leverages each extracted crash descrip-
tive element to retrieve relevant crashes from our constructed KG
and regards their solutions as candidate solutions. First, KG4CraSolver
selects out all the crashes that have the same exception type as
the given crash. Among these crashes, we then retrieve the top-𝑘
(𝑘 = 30 in our implementation) crashes with the highest similarity
with each crash descriptive element, respectively. We then con-
sider the solutions of all these retrieved crashes as our candidate
solutions. As for the similarity calculation, we leverage two strate-
gies for different crash descriptive elements given their different
characteristics, i.e., BM25-based lexical matching for environments,
erroneous code, crash trace, title, exception type message, and
BERT-based semantic matching for symptom and purpose. We then
detail the two matching methods in Section 4.2.1 and 4.2.2.

4.2.1 BM25-based Lexical Matching. BM25 [53] has been exten-
sively used in many search engines, and it is an efficient information
retrieval method that mainly matches based on keywords. The code,
crash trace, and exception typemessage are often in a structured for-
mat, and environments and title are also short phrases or sentences
with concise keywords. Therefore, BM25-based lexical matching
is inherently more suitable for these crash descriptive elements.
Specifically, the BM25 similarity score between the query 𝑞 and the
𝑑 is computed as Equation 1, where 𝑓 (𝑤𝑖 , 𝑞) is the word𝑤𝑖 ’s term
frequency in query 𝑞, 𝐼𝐷𝐹 (𝑤𝑖 ) is the inverse document frequency
of word 𝑤𝑖 . 𝑘 and 𝑏 are two free parameters, which are used to
normalize the range of term frequencies and control the influence
of document length.

𝑆𝑖𝑚𝐵𝑀25 (𝑞,𝑑 ) =
𝑛∑︁
𝑖=1

IDF (wi ) × f (wi, q) × (k + 1)

f (wi, q) + k ×
(
1-b + b × |q|

avgdl

) (1)

We implement BM25-based lexical matching based on Elastic-
search [10], a search engine based on the Lucene library using BM25
as the default score function. Each element is cleaned with standard
preprocessing procedures (i.e., tokenization, lemmatization, and
stop word removal) before matching.

4.2.2 BERT-based Semantic Matching. Recently, BERT-based se-
manticmatchingmethods have become popular, which can preserve
the semantic-related sequential information [68]. The method in-
cludes a bi-encoder-based retrieval step and a cross-encoder-based
re-ranking step. In the bi-encoder-based retrieval step, it uses a
BERT-based sentence embedding model to map the query and the
documents to a high-dimensional vector space, where sentences
with similar semantics are close, and then select candidate docu-
ments based on the similarities of their vector representations. In
the cross-encoder-based re-ranking step, it uses a BERT-based sen-
tence relevance prediction model to predict the relevance between
the candidate documents and the query and re-ranks the candidates
based on their relevance. There may be a large lexical gap in the ex-
pression of purposes and symptoms with similar semantics, such as
“display the result” and “show the answers”. Therefore, BERT-based
semantic matching is more suitable for these descriptive elements.

We implement the BERT-based semantic matching based on
Haystack [11], which is an open-source framework for building
search systems based on novel NLP models (e.g., BERT). We use
the base DistillBERT (uncased) [56] in bi-encoder-based retrieval
step and cross-encoder-based re-ranking step, and fine-tune them
with 21,172 duplicate question title pairs from SO data dumps [2].

4.3 Candidate Solution Re-ranking
We re-rank candidate solutions by combining the matching scores
of all crash descriptive elements. For the input crash description 𝑐 ,
we calculate its final matching score with each candidate solution
𝑠 by summing up the weighted matching scores of all crash de-
scriptive elements according to Equation 2. 𝐸 denotes the set of all
the crash descriptive elements (i.e., title 𝑡𝑡𝑙 , purpose 𝑝𝑢𝑟 , symptom
𝑠𝑦𝑚, environment 𝑒𝑛𝑣 , erroneous code 𝑒𝑐 , exception type message
𝑒𝑚, and crash trace 𝑐𝑡 ). In Equation 3, 𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 normalizes the
similarity scores of 𝑠 on each descriptive element 𝑡 based on its
ranking i.e., 𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑡 (𝑐, 𝑠). 𝛼 is a constant hyper-parameter set to 3.

𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 (𝑐, 𝑠 ) =
∑︁
𝑡 ∈𝐸

𝑊𝑡 × 𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑡 (𝑐, 𝑠 ) (2)

𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑡 (𝑐, 𝑠 ) = 100 − 𝛼 × (𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑡 (𝑐, 𝑠 ) − 1) (3)

As different descriptive elements could have different importance
during matching (e.g., environment and exception type message),
we introduceweights𝑊𝑡 in Equation 2. To avoid overfitting, we tune
these weights with an hyperparameters optimization framework
optuna [14] on a small validation set constructed by all SO duplicate
question pairs (up to 50 pairs) of 10 randomly-selected exception
types. The reranking of all candidate posts is performed according
to the final score as shown in Equation 2, and the MR metric of the
correct solution served as the objective function for tuning. Each
hyper-parameter is constrained within a range of (0,1) with a step
size of 0.01.𝑊𝑡𝑡𝑙 = 0.98,𝑊𝑝𝑢𝑟 = 0.20,𝑊𝑠𝑦𝑚 = 0.29,𝑊𝑒𝑛𝑣 = 0.95,
𝑊𝑒𝑐 = 0.58,𝑊𝑒𝑚 = 0.48, and𝑊𝑐𝑡 = 0.16. Based on the 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 (𝑐, 𝑠)
of each candidate solutions, we return the top-𝑛 (𝑛 is set to 10
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in our implementation) candidates with the highest scores as the
recommended solutions.

4.4 Solution Summary
For each recommended solution, KG4CraSolver generates a com-
prehensive summary of the recommended solution by including
the solution, crash description, and the matching details, to help de-
velopers better understand the recommended solution and quickly
judge the relevance of the recommended solution to the given crash
description. Fig. 8 shows an example of the final summary of the
recommended solution. In particular, the resolution summary in-
cludes basic information of a relevant post (i.e., post ID, post title,
and extra information such as the view count), crash descriptive
elements (i.e., the environment, exception type message, purpose,
and symptom), solutions (i.e., the reason and solution steps), and
the matching degree (e.g., “Environment Score: 91”) that shows the
detailed matching scores of each crash descriptive element during
solution retrieval. In this way, developers could have a clear picture
of the crash context and solutions, as well as the relevant crash
descriptive elements that match the given crash.

10

Crash 
Descriptive 
Elements 

Crash 
Solution

Knowledge 

Matching 
Degree 

Figure 8: An Example of the Solution Summary

5 EVALUATION
We implement KG4CraSolver based on the crash solution KG con-
structed from 71,592 sampled crash-related threads across 245
types of exceptions. The resulting KG consists of 963,334 nodes
and 1,626,101 edges, including 70,474 Purpose, 321,535 Symptom,
107,082 Reason, 143,528 Solution, and 130,191 Environment. We then
extensively evaluate the effectiveness of KG construction, the ef-
fectiveness of crash solution recommendation, and the practical
usefulness of recommended solutions for developers, by answering
the following research questions.

RQ1 (Effectiveness of KG construction): What is the intrinsic
quality of the critical steps in the KG construction?

RQ2 (Effectiveness of solution recommendation): How ef-
fective is KG4CraSolver in crash solution recommendation?

RQ3 (Usefulness of recommended solution): How useful of
KG4CraSolver in helping developers solve crash bugs?

5.1 RQ1: Effectiveness of KG Construction
In this RQ, we evaluate the effectiveness of two major steps in
KG construction, i.e., crash/solution descriptive sentence classifi-
cation (Step 3) and crash descriptive phrase extraction (Step 4) in
Section 5.1.1 and 5.1.2, respectively.

5.1.1 Crash/Solution Descriptive Sentence Classification. We first
introduce the benchmark, baseline, and metrics used in this evalua-
tion, and then present the results.
Baseline. Our sentence classifier leverages prompt learning to fine-
tune BERT with a small set of training samples. To investigate the
contribution of our prompt design, we compare our classifier with a
baseline that directly fine-tunes BERT with the same dataset as ours
(mentioned in Section 3.4.3). In particular, the baseline appends an
additional Softmax layer after BERT, which is a common practice
for building a classifier on BERT [26].
Benchmark. We manually construct a benchmark of 100 crash-
related threads as the testing set for evaluation. In particular, we first
randomly sample 100 crash-related threads that are not overlapped
with the training dataset, and then involve two MS students with
2 years Java development experience to annotate the sentences in
these threads.
Metrics. We use four commonly used evaluation metrics in sen-
tence classification tasks, i.e., accuracy, precision, recall, and F1. Ac-
curacy is the proportion of correctly classified sentences; precision
is the proportion of true positive predictions among all positive pre-
dictions; recall is the proportion of true positive predictions among
all instances; and F1-score is the harmonic mean of the precision
and recall, which balances both values.
Results. As shown in Table 2, our sentence classifier outperforms
the baseline in all metrics, i.e., 6.7%, 9.2%, 7.8%, and 8.6% improve-
ments in terms of accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score, respec-
tively. The results demonstrate the effectiveness of our prompt
design and also indicate the superiority of prompt learning over
traditional fine-tuning when the size of training data is small.

Table 2: Effectiveness on Sentence Classification

Sentence Type KG4CraSolver Baseline
Acc. F1 Prec. Recall Acc. F1 Prec. Recall

Purpose 0.971 0.947 0.939 0.956 0.898 0.826 0.801 0.861
Symptom 0.975 0.971 0.978 0.965 0.910 0.894 0.898 0.891
Reason 0.883 0.874 0.886 0.867 0.798 0.776 0.783 0.770
Solution 0.860 0.860 0.862 0.861 0.814 0.813 0.815 0.812
Average 0.922 0.913 0.916 0.912 0.855 0.827 0.824 0.834

5.1.2 Crash Descriptive Phrase Extraction. We first introduce the
benchmark, baseline, and metrics used in this evaluation, and then
discuss the results.
Baseline. Similarly, we adopt a BERT-based sequence tagging
model as the baseline to study the effectiveness of our EQAmodel. In
particular, the baseline fine-tunes BERT with an additional Softmax
layer, which predicts the tag for each token in the input sequence.
In our task, we use the BIO tag schema and include the following
5 tags, i.e., B-Purpose, I-Purpose, B-Environment, I-Environment,
O, which represent the start token of a purpose phrase, the inside
token of a purpose phrase, the start token of an environment phrase,
the inside token of an environment phrase, and not an entity token,
respectively. By interpreting the tagging results, the baseline is able
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to extract phrases in sentences. The baseline is fine-tuned with the
same training dataset as ours (mentioned in Section 3.5.3).
Benchmark. We manually construct a benchmark of 100 crash-
related threads as the testing set for evaluation. In particular, we first
randomly sample 100 crash-related threads that are not overlapped
with the training dataset, and then involve two MS students with
2 years Java development experience to annotate the phrases of
purpose and environment in the sentences of the purpose and
symptom categories.
Metrics.We use two commonly-used evaluation metrics in infor-
mation extraction tasks, i.e., BLEU (Bilingual Evaluation Under-
study) [48] and EM (Exact Match). BLEU calculates the n-gram
precision between the predicted and the reference answers; and
EM is a binary classification metric that calculates the percentage
of exact matches between the predicted and the reference answers.
Results. As shown in Table 3, our phrase extraction model sub-
stantially outperforms the baseline in both BLEU and EM metrics,
with 45.8% and 44.2% improvements, respectively. The poor per-
formance of the baseline indicates that it heavily relies on a large
training dataset, whereas our prompt designs help better utilize the
pre-trained model when the number of training samples is small.

Table 3: Effectiveness on Crash Descriptive Phrase Extraction

Phrase Type KG4CraSolver Baseline
BLEU EM BLEU EM

Purpose 0.860 0.827 0.573 0.564
Environment 0.850 0.840 0.221 0.219

Average 0.855 0.834 0.397 0.392

5.1.3 Summary. The results demonstrate the effectiveness of two
major steps in our KG construction, i.e., crash/solution descriptive
sentence classification and crash descriptive phrase extraction. Ad-
ditionally, the prompt learning is helpful in our scenario when there
is only a small number of training samples.

5.2 RQ2: Effectiveness of Solution
Recommendation

In this RQ, we evaluated the effectiveness of KG4CraSolver in rec-
ommending crash solutions.

5.2.1 Benchmark. SO data dumps [2] mark the duplicate relation-
ships between questions and some of them are between crash-
related questions, e.g., “Stackoverflow error in class constructor” [8]
and “Why am I getting a StackOverflowError exception in my con-
structor” [9] are duplicate questions. To construct the benchmark,
we first randomly select 50 exception types involved in our crash
solution KG and then collect pairs of crash-related questions that
1) belong to these selected exception types; and 2) have duplicate
relationships. For each exception type, we select at most 50 pairs
of duplicate questions, leading to 855 pairs of duplicate questions.
In this way, our benchmark can cover crash bugs related to diverse
exception types, e.g., SQLException and NoSuchMethodException.
For each pair of duplicate questions, we use one of it as the query
expressing the crash scenario and the accepted answer of the other
one as the ground truth for the crash solution recommendation.

5.2.2 Baselines. We compare KG4CraSolver with baselines of two
categories, i.e., existing crash solution recommendation techniques,

and existing retrieval methods that recommend solutions for gen-
eral questions. In particular, for the former, we include the state-
of-the-art technique CraSolver [66]; for the latter, we include two
representative retrieval methods (AnswerBot [73] and CLEAR [68]),
which represent word-embedding-based and sentence-embedding-
based information retrieval methods, respectively.
• CraSolver [66]. A crash solution recommendation method that
uses BM25 to retrieve relevant questions from SO by matching
the input crash trace with crash traces contained in the questions.

• AnswerBot [73]. AnswerBot includes a module for relevant
question retrieval, which combines the Word2Vec model [47]
and IDFmetric to measure the relevance between the input query
and the questions in the corpus.

• CLEAR [68]. CLEAR is an automated API recommendation
approach with a BERT-based relevant question retrieval step and
re-ranking step.

We enhance these baselines by limiting their candidates within
crash-related threads that contain the same exception type as the
query, which is consistent with our approach (Section 4.2) for a fair
comparison.

5.2.3 Metrics. Following previous work [73], we use the widely-
used information retrieval metrics, i.e., MRR (Mean Reciprocal
Rank) and Hit@k (𝑘 = 1, 5, 10) for evaluation. MRR calculates the
average ranking of the correct solution in the ranked list, and Hit@k
computes the ratio of queries that the correct solution ranked with
Top-N positions in the ranked list to the total queries (i.e., 855
queries). For each query, we focus on the Top-100 results in the
ranked list returned by each technique.

5.2.4 Results. Table 4 presents the effectiveness of KG4CraSolver
and all baselines. AnswerBot-full or AnswerBot-title denotes the
baseline AnswerBot that takes the complete crash description (body
+ title) or the summarized description (only title) as inputs. Same
as it is for CLEAR-full and CLEAR-title. Overall, KG4CraSolver
outperforms all the baselines on all metrics by achieving 13.4%-
113.4%, 4.0%-77.6%, 5.0%-149.6%, and 26.9%-160.3% improvements
in terms of MRR, Hit@1, Hit@5, and Hit@10, respectively. The re-
sults indicate that the fine-grained matching of different descriptive
elements in KG4CraSolver is indeed more effective than the whole
text matching in baselines (e.g., KG4CraSolver vs. AnswerBot-full
and KG4CraSolver vs. CLEAR-full). Moreover, the gap between
CLEAR-full and CLEAR-title and the gap between KG4CraSolver
and CraSolver further demonstrate the superiority of using a com-
plete crash context over using a partial context.

Table 4: Effectiveness on Solution Recommendation
Approaches MRR H@1 H@5 H@10
CraSolver 0.095 0.058 0.115 0.156

AnswerBot-full 0.151 0.084 0.199 0.264
AnswerBot-title 0.179 0.099 0.240 0.320
CLEAR-full 0.162 0.085 0.218 0.283
CLEAR-title 0.146 0.078 0.198 0.278
KG4CraSolver 0.203 0.103 0.287 0.406

5.2.5 Summary. The results show that KG4CraSolver substantially
outperforms solution recommendation baselines, indicating the
effectiveness of our KG-based solution recommendation approach
and our fine-grained utilization of complete crash contexts.
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5.3 RQ3: User Study on Usefulness
In this RQ, we conduct a user study to evaluate the practical useful-
ness of KG4CraSolver in helping developers solve crash bugs.

5.3.1 Study Design. The details of our study design are as follows.
Participants. We invite 10 Master students with 1-4 years Java
programming experience for this user study. We conduct a pre-
experiment survey on their Java programming experience and di-
vide them into two roughly equal participant groups (𝐺𝐴 and 𝐺𝐵 )
based on the survey.
Crash Bugs. We select 12 questions describing crash bugs from
the benchmark constructed in RQ2 (Section 5.2). We classify the
exception types into three categories based on the number of identi-
fied crash-related threads (Section 3.2), i.e., popular (more than 500
threads), normal (200-500 threads), and unpopular (less than 200
threads). To ensure the diversity of selected crash bugs, we sample
four questions for each category respectively and all questions se-
lected belong to different exception types. We randomly divide 12
crash bugs into two equal groups (𝑇𝐴 and 𝑇𝐵 ), each with six crash
bugs (two crash bugs for each exception type category).
Procedure. The task in this user study is to ask participants to
find solutions (i.e., SO threads) for a given crash bug with the aid
of KG4CraSolver or with the baseline (i.e., using the default SO
search engine). In particular, the participants in 𝐺𝐴 are assigned
to solve crashes in 𝑇𝐴 with KG4CraSolver and to solve crashes in
𝑇𝐵 with the baseline; the participants in 𝐺𝐵 are assigned to solve
crashes in 𝑇𝐵 with KG4CraSolver and to solve crashes in 𝑇𝐴 with
the baseline. For each task, we provide the original SO question
(including title and question body) as the input crash context for
the participants. When participants are working on their tasks with
the baseline, they are allowed to search with any keywords on SO
with unlimited trials until they find solutions that they consider
as correct. When the participants are working on their tasks with
KG4CraSolver, they make the decision based on only the top-10
recommendation SO threads returned by KG4CraSolver. Each task
has a time limit of 10 minutes, and if the task is not completed
within the time limit, an empty solution will be submitted. For each
task, we record the relevant threads they submit, their completion
time, and the time used in finding the first relevant thread.

After all tasks are finished, we further conduct a survey to collect
user feedback. Participants are asked to evaluate KG4CraSolver in
terms of readability, conciseness, completeness, and usefulness
on a 4-points Likert scale [30](1-disagree; 2-somewhat disagree;
3-somewhat agree; 4-agree) by the following statements:
• Readability. KG4CraSolver can provide a well-organized and
easy-to-understand solution summary.

• Conciseness. KG4CraSolver can provide a solution summary
containing little redundant information.

• Completeness. KG4CraSolver can provide a solution summary
containing all necessary information for solving crash bugs.

• Usefulness. KG4CraSolver is useful in helping participants solve
crash bugs.

5.3.2 Results. For the 12 tasks, the participants submit 55 non-
empty results (4 empty results with KG4CraSolver and 1 empty
result with the baseline). We then invite two extra participants
(who are not involved in previous experiments) with more than

4 years experience of in Java development to judge whether the
returned threads provide the correct solution for the given crash.
For each submitted thread, if it is judged differently by the two
participants, a third participant is assigned to give an additional
assessment to resolve the conflict by a majority-win strategy. The
agreement between the judgments is a substantial agreement (i.e.,
Cohen’s Kappa coefficient [46] of 0.678).

Table 5: Results of the User Study

Accuracy First Thread Time Completion Time
Baseline 21.7% 92s 275s

KG4CraSolver 85.0% 61s 233s
Improvement +63.3% -31s (34.4%) -42s (15.2%)

Table 5 presents the results of our user study. Overall, with
KG4CraSolver participants can find solutions more accurately and
more efficiently. In particular, compared to using baselines, partici-
pants find correct solutions for more crashes (63.3% more) within
less time (31 seconds less). We further perform Welch’s t-test [69]
to assess the statistical significance of the differences. The p-value
shows that all the differences are statistically significant (𝑝 ≪ 0.05).

As for readability, completeness, conciseness, and usefulness of
KG4CraSolver, all participants rate them as either 4 (agree) or 3
(somewhat agree). Specifically, with 80%, 50%, 30% and 50% of the
ratings for each category respectively are 4. The results, as well as
the informal feedback from participants, indicate that our solution
summary is well-organized and easy to read. In particular, they
consider that the environment, exception type message, and the
retrieval matching scores of each descriptive element are helpful
for them to quickly determine the relevance of the recommended
thread. Compared to directly searching on SO, KG4CraSolver sig-
nificantly improves their search efficiency and accuracy.

5.3.3 Summary. KG4CraSolver helps developers find the solutions
more accurately and more efficiently and the participants consider
the solution summary generated by KG4CraSolver as complete,
concise, easy to read, and useful.

5.4 Threats to Validity
A major threat to the internal validity of our studies lies in the
subjective judgment in human annotations in RQ3. To mitigate the
threat, we follow commonly used data analysis principles such as
assigning multiple annotators, conflict resolution, and reporting
agreement coefficients. Additionally, the participants’ professional
background may also impact the results of RQ3. To mitigate this
threat, we collected statistics regarding the participants’ years of
experience and proficiency in Java development during the recruit-
ment process, and ensured that the average level of each group of
participants was as close as possible during the grouping process.
A common threat is that the baselines we used in RQ1 and RQ2
are implemented by ourselves because of no publicly available im-
plementations. However, we carefully reproduced and tested the
baselines to avoid introducing errors. A threat to the external valid-
ity is that our experiments are only for Java crash bugs. Thus, the
findings of our studies may not be generalized to other program-
ming languages in practice. However, the design of our KG is not
specific to Java and the implementation could be easily extended
to support libraries of other object-oriented languages.
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6 RELATEDWORK
Crash Solution Recommendation. Existing crash solution rec-
ommendation techniques [44, 45, 66] mainly use code or crash
traces as the input and find relevant SO threads based on code
matching [44, 45] or crash trace matching [66]. For example, MAE-
STRO [44] uses the buggy code to search relevant SO threads,
and Mahajan et al. [45] further extend MAESTRO to extract the
patch from the SO thread to help developers fix Java crashes. Cra-
Solver [66] uses the structural information in the crash traces to
search relevant SO threads. However, these techniques only utilize
a part of the crash context (i.e., code or crash traces) to identify the
relevant solution, without using the other important contextual ele-
ments (e.g., environment or symptom) for crash diagnosis. Ourwork
is different from these techniques by analyzing the crash context in
a comprehensive and structured way. To this end, we first construct
a novel knowledge graph to represent different crash/solution de-
scriptive elements and then perform fine-grained matching based
on KG to enable more accurate solution recommendation.

In addition, there is a series of techniques that recommend solu-
tions for general software engineering problems by mining online
Q&A forums [19, 20, 33, 37]. For instance, AnswerBot [19] gen-
erates a query-focused multi-answer-posts summary for a given
technical question, and CROKAGE [20] provides the solution for
a programming task based on the natural language description.
These techniques search relevant posts with pure natural language
queries, while crash context contains different descriptive elements
in different structures (e.g., code and natural language descriptions).
Thus simply concatenating them as a long textual query would lead
to an inaccurate recommendation. Our work is different from these
techniques by representing the crash context in a more structured
way instead of a long textual sequence, which further supports
fine-grained matching rather than pure text matching.
Knowledge Graphs in the Software Engineering Domain. Re-
searchers in the software engineering domain have constructed
knowledge graphs for different kinds of knowledge to support soft-
ware development tasks, such as API KG [29, 38, 39, 43, 50, 52],
software development concept KG [40, 62–64, 72, 74], program-
ming task KG [36, 59], code KG [31, 70], ML/DL model KG [41],
and bug KG [58, 67]. To the best of our knowledge, our work con-
structs the first knowledge graph for crash solutions, based on
which we further automatically recommend solutions for a given
crash description. Moreover, our work is the first one that uses
prompt-based learning in KG construction, requiring much less
labeled data than previous work (e.g., [38, 59]).

7 CONCLUSIONS
This work proposes a novel crash solution knowledge graph (KG)
to summarize the complete crash context and its solution with
a graph-structured representation. We leverage prompt learning
to automatically construct the KG from SO threads with a small
set of labeled data. Based on the constructed KG, we further pro-
pose a novel KG-based crash solution recommendation technique
KG4CraSolver by finely analyzing and matching the complete crash
context based on the crash solution KG. Our results show that the
constructed KG is of high quality and KG4CraSolver outperforms

baselines in all metrics. Moreover, we perform a user study to show
the practical usefulness of KG4CraSolver.

8 DATA AVAILABILITY
All data is included in our replication package [15].
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